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Michael Baxter 7. března 2023

Putin vyhlazuje „šíleného“ vědce zabývajícího se
vakcínou proti Covid-19
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Ruský prezident Vladimir Putin v neděli nařídil popravu vědce

zabývajícího se vakcínami, který nakazil vakcíny Covid-19 živým

HIV, řekl agent FSB Andrej Zacharov Real Raw News. Shodou
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okolností tento vědec pomohl vyvinout vakcínu CoviVac a vydělával

obrovské licenční poplatky navěky.

Samuil Kiselev (47) vystudoval Moskevskou státní univerzitu a

později zastával prestižní pozice v ruských biotechnologických

společnostech Fosun Pharma a Hepatera. V polovině roku 2019,

těsně před Plandemií, Kiselev přešel do Čumakovského federálního

vědeckého centra, které vyrobilo výstřel CoviVac. Podílel se na jejím

vývoji.

Vladimir Putin, řekla Zacharovová, má řadu dokumentů, které

dokazují, že Kiselev v roce 2020 věděl, že vakcína – tehdy ve své

první zkušební fázi – může přenést HIV na příjemce vakcíny. Kiselev

napsal články, v nichž se uvádí, že on a jeho kolegové zeslabili živý

HIV, aby vyvolali protilátkovou a imunitní odpověď dostatečně

silnou na to, aby odvrátila Covid, aniž by člověka vystavila nebezpečí

nákazy HIV. Vakcíny zesílené HIV byly podány 37 z 600 účastníků

studie fáze I v srpnu 2020 a těmto nešťastným duším bylo řečeno,

aby se vrátily na odběr krve 90 dní po prvním očkování. Centrum

Chumakov jim nikdy neprozradilo přítomnost HIV v záběrech.

Ačkoli fyzické příznaky HIV se nemusí projevit až 10 let od infekce,

krevní testy mohou detekovat přítomnost protilátek proti HIV do 90

dnů od expozice.

Podle dokumentů, které Putin přezkoumal, bylo 6 z 37 obětí

pozitivně testováno na HIV při následném krevním testu, ale

Čumakovovo centrum na Kiselevovo naléhání obětem zadrželo

zásadní sousto informací, což jim v podstatě umožnilo šířit virus do

sexuální partnery nevědomky. Těm šesti bylo poté bezdůvodně

řečeno, aby se za 30 dní znovu podívali. Aniž by to věděli, byly

provedeny další krevní testy k vyloučení falešně pozitivních výsledků,

ale všech šest bylo opět pozitivních.
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"Tyto šílené experimenty by se měly zastavit, ale ne, tohle jsou šílení

vědci." Ze šesti lidí, kteří onemocněli AIDS – jednomu… jeho srdce

explodovalo v hrudi. Kiselev pokračoval ve svém šílenství ve fázi II

zkoušek. Jak říkáš, když se ti to napoprvé nepodaří, zkus to, zkus to

znovu. Dalších 16 onemocnělo a nikdo jim to neřekl,“ řekl Zacharov.

Po prostudování dokumentů se Putin zeptal svého lékařského

poradního sboru, zda mají Kiselevovy neautorizované experimenty

nějakou lékařskou hodnotu. Byla to řečnická otázka. Putin už znal

odpověď, řekla Zacharovová.

Odpověď se zdála strohá a suchá: Kiselev se dopustil zrady.

"Nezáleží na tom, proč Kiselev udělal to, co udělal." Udělal to bez

oprávnění. Možná si myslel, že vložení AIDS do vakcín proti Covidu

pomůže lidem, jak říkají jeho poznámky, ale jeho tým – a my je

dostaneme také – to udělal nepochopitelně. To nemůžeme dovolit,“

řekl Zacharov.

V neděli FSB vyslala agenty do Kiselevova honosného domu v

Novosibirsku, kde mu vpálili dvě kulky do čela.

"Prezident Putin chtěl, aby to Kiselev viděl," řekla Zacharovová.

"Prosil o život."

Jak bylo oznámeno minulý týden, Putin nařídil armádě, aby zničila

všechny vakcíny proti Covid-19 v Rusku, protože pětinásobný nárůst

zaznamenaných infekcí HIV v zemi v roce 2022 a objevení se

lahviček s HIV, ho přesvědčil, že miliony Rusů mohou nevědomky

nosit virus.

„Lidé by se neměli nechat testovat na Covid; měli by běžet ke svým

lékařům, aby se nechali otestovat na AIDS,“ řekl Zacharov.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. 
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Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 65 778 krát, 16 838 návštěv dnes)

 

Vydělávám 90 dolarů za hodinu prací z domova. Byl jsem velmi

překvapen ve stejnou dobu, kdy mi moje sousedka poradila, že se

změnila na průměrných 100 dolarů, ale vidím, jak to teď funguje.

Zažívám masovou svobodu teď, když jsem svým neveřejným šéfem.

Každý si tuto práci musí nyní vyzkoušet pomocí tohoto

webu. http://www.Payathome7.com

Naposledy upravil Delavic před 2 hodinami

this place is like twatter or jootube with the amount of censorship! it

used to be fun. Hope your donations are fat!

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://payathome12.blogspot.com

Last edited 7 hours ago by Delavic

Mr. Baxter, would you please explain to all of us the fact that the

Earth is Flat. Thanks

The earth is not flat shaped, but your brain certainly is.

http://www.payathome7.com/
http://payathome12.blogspot.com/
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Last edited 10 hours ago by Dave Strickland

Easy, how can water hold to a convex surface, especially when the

world is allegedly spinning at 1000mph?

If gravity was real, nothing would be able to move. If a spinning

globe can hold onto water it would be so strong everything would be

stuck where it is. What is peddled as gravity is actually density. Of

course anything heavier than air will fall. You’re brainwashed.

And to think, here I thought the earth was like a golf ball inside a big

bowl and there was never a drop off at the edge of the earth – its a

huge wall.

 
My bad.

The LDS Church of Satan also pushed the Deadly Covid Jabs. Gave a

million dollar grant through an Idaho Falls missionary couple to the

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in 2012 and gave millions of

dollars worldwide to other nations, all for pushing the JAB. So

involved in Freemasonry secret society.

When are they going to be exposed! I wonder if some of those

responsible might be on the Prison Barge at Gitmo.

Thanks so much for all you do!

Idk, but I’m thinking maybe its possible those people that held back

evidence in the Jan 6 trials are guilty of withholding crucial evidence

– and thats a federal Court so its a Federal crime they committed.

Too bad they did not shoot them in the groin first and let them

contemplate their immediate fate.

For those concerned about led poisoning from the Putin shots given.

Please understand led has not been used to make bullets for a long

time. These shots are led free and considered safe when used as

directed.
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The shots do not come with documentation concerning side effects,

but none receiving the shots have reported any ill effects.

The terminal impact is guaranteed for life.

It works as advertised!

Finally a pharmaceutical that kills infections, bacteria, virus and

PARASITES instantly.

Leave it to Russia to find the fastest, least expensive cure.

I am concerned about led poisoning. Those lights shouldn’t be

injected into my blood!

the arizona boys aint gonna let the mil get her. they’ll get her and

wendy rogers,. that rino

We must all shun any more injections into our temples, our human

bodies.

 
Pray for our families and friends, and others.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 13 hours ago by Delavic

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 18 hours ago by Delavic

http://www.payathome7.com/
http://www.payathome7.com/
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Two bullets to the forehead is too easy. These garbage of humanity

need to be tied to a tree, have just sprinklings of gasoline sprinkled

over their feet and lower legs, read a script of the negative deeds that

they did to humanity and lit up, but not killed. The pain from 3rd

degree burns on their feet and lower legs will be awful and they will

die after 10 days of agony from dehydration….This is what they do in

Mexico, after a rapist or child trafficker is caught by the local

citizenry and is quite effective……

I’d say it isn’t working at all since child trafficking and child raping

has picked up quite a bit in recent years. From what I’ve been seeing

things are getting worse there as well.

Not that their screaming does any good except as warning to others

and that don’t matter because they got lied to, microchipped, or fairly

soulless, and someone else falls for it again and again, finding

themselves alive, soulless losers. Just kill them all, nothing more can

be gained I can think of other. They just get new bodies and born

again. They can’t be fixed in the bodies they have. Microchips and

financial debts and NWO threats seem to rule their actions.

I again pray that morality spreads widely into all aspects of society.

The depth of depravity , where so-called Enlightened Edjamacated

Beings , have the audacity to condemn many Innocent People to

Death ……… This MUST Be Stopped by Moral, Patriotic

People of Unquestioned Character ! Ranks of those Heroes

must be solid , shoulder to shoulder , and Self-Police ……

for any traitors in ranks ! If the Team is not solid &

protecting the innocents within an advancing society

……….. we may as well follow the sheeple whom sold their

souls to Lucifer ! Those Ignorant , Immoral , Perverse beings

whom sold their souls will never be an asset to any Advancing

Civilization & enter into a prosperous , free society devoid of Traitors

to Humanity ….. Onward , Upward , Take Out The Trash ………….

Don’t forget to feed my lonely Piranhas …… they need swim partners

….. Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195
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They have proof that the most deadly vaccines were sent to

Republican states and the least deadly were sent to Democrat

states… hmmm wonder which party started this demonic agenda?

Putin doesn’t mess around!!

Last edited 22 hours ago by Jennifer

I wonder if ALL the vaxxes, saline or not, are lethal, by arranging that

all the claimed harmless saline shots are actually laced with graphene

hydroxide (as well as in the rest). People won’t know until they pass a

5G tower when its power is switched on to a high intensity level.

I believe trump is still the best president in the history of the United

States. and believe he is still trying to do the best he can to help save

America.

Trump is Geo. Washington’s second coming and needs his mug

carved on Mt. Rushmore pronto….

I’m not sure the general population can handle knowing this; and it’s

true of our vaccines, they all have the HIV glycoprotein. I imagine

there would be true pandemonium in the streets if this were all fully

disclosed.

They will, because the American people are tired of being lied to.

They can handle it. And if the sheeple can’t, too bad. ROLL THE

FILM.

I don’t think America will handle it well, if the people are told the

vaccines all contain even worse uncureable diseases than the

common cold they had when they got the vaccine.

I think they will handle it poorly at best.

And they should, the people need to rise up and destroy these

miscreants to the point they’ll never be able to continue to do in the

future what they have/had done today as well as in the past.

 
The entire Planet is doomed unless the people rise and we all stop
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them together – now, but the hardest thing is convincing the rest of

the worlds population that their lives are in peril if they don’t know

who their true enemy is. Almost half the population will be

exterminated – and even though its a slow death – they’re going to

die from that Vaccine!!! PERIOD – END OF STORY.

 
Putin is doing his part, thats a given, however Biden or Obammy

keeps pushing that shit like candy into other Countries that the WHO

has selected to Vaccinate, or kill off. Izreal, they all got Placebo jabs,

but thats Not unusual for the liar Zionists. All these roads end in

izreal.

 
Q Said, Izreal will be last.

 
Now I know why.

I have a sister that I am convinced in now completely brain dead,

silly, unaware, typical Sheeple, acts as if nothing has happened. God I

cannot wait for this to be out in the open and over. I have so few

friends that truly believe the truth.

it is very hard to deal with the indoctrinated duped that are kin folk

and don’t even conceal that they think you are bonkers

Wait till the general public finds out what the SSP has been doing in

space and the 38 bases outside of the solar system and the 75 years

more advanced technology this secret govt. has been up to….!! It;ll

cause some dandy screaming hysteria to sound off from the sheeple,

oh the suspence that awaits to happen…..

I’m just hoping I make it to the end to see it for myself.

The evil people get to do anything they want and we are just reacting

to their actions against us. This is not a winning strategy if you ask

me.

 
I would like to live long enough to see the truth now that I’ve made it

this far.
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“get to do anything”speaking of which

here’s what evil mengele said

 
“The more we do to you, the less you seem to believe we are doing it”

General disbelief is seriously rising. And when disbelief has started,

NCSWIC – people will CHOOSE to go down the rabbit hole to find

out everything, even if it’s only one step at a time.

This statement seems ambiguous to me, are you saying that the

population is beginning to be “more disbelieving” of what is being

divulged? If so, I think you cannot be more wrong — I talk to people

(of all colors, shapes and ages), some in their 90’s that know what is

being uncovered.

What is your source, is it fact or conjecture? That is within the realm

of possibility however how do we know? The bottom line is I’m

telling everyone to avoid vaccinations until further notice.

Go to Bitchute and learn it for yourself if you have any doubt. There

are thousands of Doctors dying and thousands of Doctors trying to

tell the people of this planet whats in the vaccines and why they are

being systematically killed.

 
Our POliticians are running scared, and we have to continue to put

the pressure on them until they’re gone – forever!

 
Study about Shingles on jootube, it says it in the comments that

everyone that takes that Vaccine shit is getting it too. Its all win/win

for Big Pharma and the Politicians are ALL in on it too. Remember,

they always get the first crack at buying that stock from Big Pharma.

divided we lose and how can we not be divided when 10s of

thousands of enemies are flooding over our borders. every month or

2 coming into our nation to hurt us and dividing us. thanks to the

deep state and as for my last comment I posted. before people start

attacking thinking I’m a kkk member or something. I’m not. I stand

for all law-abiding American citizens no matter their race or color I

won’t disrespect the soldier who fought for my family’s freedom and
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safety and mine, I honor their sacrifice and respect them and I know

Putin can’t be our president I was just making a point. the world may

hate him but at lease he looks after his people and puts them first not

a bunch of forens like every deep state president we have had in

America who has betrayed us Americans time and time again. one of

the greatest reasons everyone voted for trump was cause he

promised to secure our borders and stop illegals from flooding into

our nation and unwonted criminals. I am not saying we can’t help

starving kids and families from other nations. in need, we Christians

have been doing that for centuries I’m just saying stop falling for

every sob story that comes your way it’s completely incompetent as

rulers to open up your nation to clear danger like this for sob stories.

and literally every single nation who has done this has fallen. cause

they were overrun by their enemies from within and every single

communist sadist witch and people who come into this nation who

believes different than us is going to change the course of future. and

100s of thousands of them a year this nation is doomed to fail and

fall, not to mention there mentality they come from corrupt decaying

failed states countries all they know is how to be corrupt and loot and

destroy our culture for them trying to gain and loot we won’t stand a

chance of survival literally it will be no different than the Vietnam

war 360-degree battlefield. we will be destroyed from all sides. in 10

thousand different ways, every single great and powerful nation has

fallen for this reason because they became so arrogant that they let

anyone come into their nation and then they were destroyed. by lies

and Naiveness and radicals and mass brain washers turning the

people against their own government does this sound familiar it

should it is already happening in America we have 20 thousand ccp

spies in America and even more secret enemy soldiers I’m guessing

you name it and study it for yourself, mark my word it will happen to

us if we don’t quit being so Nieve and quit worrying about what

people call us their words are weapons to divide and conqueror. but

they only work as long as we allow them to affect us. or be used

against us. I am hoping trump gets back in and closes our borders.
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completely till we safely secure and rebuild our nation. then only

allow people who have the same values and believes as us to come

into America after that only after they have been completely looked

into and even still only a few thousand every so many years so we can

make sure they are good people not trying to destroy our culture and

nation with in a few years if they do anything we can arrest them and

throw them back out of America if they are haters of what we are and

are hiding it trying to destroy our believe system and way of life .

Executing the RAT BASTARDS ASAP after identify them as the Evil

 
POS that they are is the PLAN from here on out. !

What they all need is a nice shot of lead to poison them, after all

whats good for the goose is good for the gander.

Easier to suspect what isn’t in it. How many potential trigger’s for

ever how many derivative’s there are ? DNA fine Tuning.

 
“They”, have No Real Idea what it all really is, the Road to

No/everywhere but the Source.

Katie, the same people that put amuminum in the air we breath,

clorine in our drinking water and a whole shit load of different

poisons in our food …….. That’s who!!!

It is out everywhere, the number of cases has risen by leaps and

bounds. Check your sources, you will see that — you will see that the

only good blood is from UNVAXXED people.

The use of clones and doubles,human masked actors,once a

conspiracy theory, is now documented fact. Along with many other

things. clones are an artificial life,a gob of goo. They can do them on

the spot.Actors as well caught in the act of espionage,spies that get

caught do not have trials,they get done,there and then.when did you

ever here about a spy going to trial?Thus via cause and effect many

tactics used by our military are going to change. special forces does

not knock on the door to serve you a warrant,that you see after they

have nabbed you. You resist,they do you there and then.Pow,with a
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silencer,fuck you!you’re damn right they live in fear and panic

now.Something they are not used to.They were promised immunity

from prosecution,they were lied to.They never dreamed it could be

like this,and is so,like that. All of their ill gotten gain is

gone.Confiscated.Easy come easy go..these people are actually worse

than the hard core criminals locked in prison. with their sardonic

smiles.

Whatever was once Life Story/Science Fiction/Prophesy/Conspiracy

may now be a Reality if The L I G H T of T R U T H is to S]]-[[iNE.

There was a time when you could NOT go into a bank wearing a

mask and then it moved on to ,if you would not wear a mask, you

would be chased around the bank at high speeds and then out the

door

 
I never could have imagined how crazy our world would become

,when I was growing up

The question of medical when s comes up over and over again as it

pertains to every scientist, every research assistant, every doctor,

nurse and all institutions involved with this human tragedy. All of

them, regardless of their excuses, must be held accountable. We do

not choose to have to endure another staged pandemic with any of

the pathogens they have waiting in the wings to do their job of

Depopulation and targeted genocide. Removing each one of these

corrupted players from the battlefield may be the necessary solution

given that the Ethics issue would have kept it from happening in the

first place if they were decent human beings. We must clean house,

and that includes the guys at DARPA and BARDA, the Wellcome

Trust, and all of the Biolabs around the world! Let’s continue what

Putin and our White Hats have done thus far by starting with

completing housecleaning operations in Ukraine.

Agreed. Our murdered family members and friends must not be

forgotten because of what they did to them and to us.
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You know they have something nasty planned. Starting in June

ivermectin and other antibiotics will no longer be available at farm

stores. Farmers will have to go to a vet to get them. What a crock.

Farmers know their animals better than any vet. Vets are just for

emergencies mostly IMO. That will raise the price exponentially. My

allergy medicine went from $2.00 a box to over $30.00 for half the

pills. Attacking the food supply from all angles. Too bad for them

God always wins. He will not be mocked. 🙏👑💜🧡💙💚

Motherland of AIDS/HIV as non-collateral damage weapon is the

United States of America, with a few correspondent extensions. The

question of the day is GOT VAIDS?

can Putin be our president? the way he is handling things his country

will become stable and secure way faster than ours the way we are

going about it, our enemies aren’t even afraid of us they are just

walking into our country and making demands of us and destroying

our nation we will take 20 to 30 years if ever to do what Putin is

going to do in 20 to 30 months and that is only if we don’t get

overtaken because people are not even being stopped from flooding

into America so they may someday overwhelm us and overthrow us

because there will be more enemies in America than American

citizens to fight them back look at all the mayhem they are doing now

.around 30 trains derailed this year alone businesses all over

America plants factories and even store houses are burning to the

ground . forest to and direct energy weapons burning down entire

suburbs I being a native American I would rather have the kkk

running this country than more bleeding-heart saps. like what is in

there now there falling for every sob story there is not attacking

trump or his people but the people ruling America now they are

horrible and if this is to continue America will fall I have no doubt

about it, even if you over throw the deep state the deep states allies

they are flooding over the borders will destroy us cause every single

communist who comes into this country will change the course of

this nation’s future to some degree and we are having 10s of
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thousands of them flooding in , Americas future will be a communist

state thanks to the complete failure of all the people in charge of this

nation if this is the way things are going to continue we will be

destroyed just it will be from within out instead of outside in , and

man o man quit worrying about people calling you racist for the love

of all that we hold dear Please STOP letting everyone walk into our

country and out if you get in office white hats stop them from looting

us and taking our children’s and grand children’s future from them

and there peace and prosperity from them.

It is the destructive One World Agenda. They literally smash cultures

together to destroy each other and save themselves the work of

destruction. Recipe: Give the illegal immigrants everything and the

legitimate occupants of the country nothing. Perfect storm there.

YOU DO REALIZE , < N.E.S.A.R.A./G.E.S.A.R.A.> WILL {

REQUIRE } THOSE > 209 COUNTRIES WHO “SIGNED” ON TO >

GET THEIR CITIZENS “INVADING” OTHER COUNTRIES { HOME

}, OR FORFEIT > THEIR “PROSPERITY” MONEY ? < NO ONE

GETS ANY INDIVIDUAL “PROSPERITY~PACKAGES” , IF THEY

ARE > “ILLEGALLY” OCUPYING SPACE IN A COUNTRY OTHER

THAN THEIR OWN <. IF I WERE “ILLEGAL” , which I’m not, I’D

FLIPPING SWORM THE BORDER> GOING THE OPPOSITE

DIRECTION I CAME “IN” < ! : } WHY WAIT ? IT’S GONNA >BE

THE FUTURE ANYWAY>, SO WHY WAIT ? : } NCSWiC !!!

Because they don’t know about it – yet. And when they do, it may be

to late for them. Either way Idgf.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Last edited 1 day ago by Delavic

I’ve always given one advice about Putin: He doesn’t f–k around

when he means business. He has my support 100%.

Putin did the right thing by finding the scientists. Watching him

open the door and then shooting him twice in the face. He should

have ordered the FSB to burn that house to the cinder block

basement walls

They put two bullets in his forehead. Putin wanted him to see it

coming. That’s a President with balls that loves his people and his

country.

Last edited 1 day ago by Mark David

That’s part of the reason why he ordered the Covid vaxxes destroyed

and the scientists found and eliminated.

On an unrelated topic to this article but something on my mind…

maybe the military should start grabbing these Antifa & BLM mobs

when they commit domestic terrorism – & shuffle them off to GTMO.

Once word get’s out that a bunch of antifa were sent to GTMO then

Antifa would probably shut down really fast. But instead of grabbing

them – we have 150 domestic terrorists in Atlanta & they only

arrested 20 or so of them despite them all being guilty. If the military

was released to go after domestic traitors then we need to ship them

to serious detention centers like GTMO where they will take America

seriously.

I SEE YOUR “POINT”…DETERANT >BY “EXAMPLES”< ?

HOWEVER, PUSHING DOMESTIC , OR ANYOTHER TeRRoRiSTS

“UNDER~GROUND….TO ME, DOESN’T SEEM LIKE ANYTHING

OTHER THAN > PRO~LONGING A PROBLEM….KICKING

~THE~CAN~DOWN ~THE~ROAD ~ <.
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They will when enough are awake. And ship them home so the

countries of origin can get their NESARA allowance (see above). It’s

coming.

I prefer antifa & blm to end up out on the streets broke and if not

there in a prison. They already got their reward once or twice or

more, so why let them have anything beyond that?

if people love Putin and xi ping so much .Americans should move to

those countries. America is dead anyway.

No one loves xi ping that I know of. We are impressed with Putin’s

desire to end evil.

Xi , OR ANY LEADER WHO MARCHES [ EViL ] OUT OF THE

GOV’T OF HIS COUNTRY…ie cCp…HAS MY FULL ADMIRATION,

AS I AM GRATEFUL TO HOPE TO LIVE IN A WORLD/ I LEAVE

BEHIND A WORLD, WITH > FAR LESS [ EViL] <. : }

I still believe still that Xi IS marching evil out of his government, but

that in his situation it can only happen slowly, step by step, because

the CCP – their Deep State – runs deep. After all, he publicly

humiliated his no.1 opponent who certainly was mafia-type, by

marching that opponent out of the sitting Chinese congress. To

Easterners, there is nothing so terrible as “losing face”. And he

invited Trump and Melania to the most sacred ground in China, the

Forbidden City.

It’s terrible to make one’s family or friends lose face, but an enemy?

They deserve it.

I like Xi Jinping He is not CCP He stayed in 1985 on an East Iowa

farm He was super nice ,we knew the family he lived with He LOVED

AMERICA and his stay He returned on a visit and has kept in touch

ever since
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People love Putin because he loves, respects and protects his country

and his People against all enemies. They want the same kind of

Presidents for their own countries.

Xi’s IN IT WiTH PuTiN & <BOTH > ARE THE REASON +++ ALL

“ALLIANCE” ARE MAKING FUTURE HUMANITY > A BRIGHTER

MORE SAFE FUTURE <. NEITHER > ARE CommUNISTS OR

NazI’S < ! MY FIRM BELIEF.

Yep. Just so you know tallons a joo. They always come out and

expose themselves to the light.

This is a tad off subject….Since nothing is real..NOTHING…..WH

rooms, conference areas (staged), is everyone..Congress, reporters,

etc. playing along with this charade? We in TV and website land

know this. I’m confused.

Last edited 1 day ago by PatriotGal

Clones and CGIs and doppelgangers are the order of the day. These

traitors never stop, and the ice hole is expanding. .

no, our AWARENESS of the ice hole is expanding. The “ice hole”

itself has been there for quite a while. Read Len Kasten: Dark Fleet,

to get a feeling for the scope. Then study Exopolitics so you also

know the ET help we are getting …

What surprised me about the Marines here is that they did not seem

to know about clones until the factories were recently discovered. Yet

I am sure beyond reasonable doubt that this was known in some

military circles. Those taking out the DUMBs, for instance (explore

Gene Decode).

Perhaps there are different military groups with different levels of

clearance and knowledge, corresponding to the different levels of

awareness of the rest of us.
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Wouldn’t be a bit surprised if Jesse Watters was working for the

white hats and the Barr interview staged.

Whom you think it’s the enemy but it’s opposite not the enemy the

information we getting it’s maybe 10% they telling us

CGI TODAY of big mike claiming HE was sobbing over president

Trump’s CPAC speech FICTION NEWS really do think everyone fell

off the cabbage truck

DO YOU KNOW WHAT > CONTINUITY of GOVERNMENT <

“MEANS ” ? RESEARCHING IT MIGHT MAKE THINGS LESS

CONFUSING. IT DID FOR ME. : }

To simply study the Constitution will help them immensly, as well as

all the bylaws post 1871.

 
The US Corp is an after thought now. All Corp Courts are abolished,

yet they’re still serving the Corp and people don’t realize they’re

illegal Courts fining people for ill gotten gains.

the two CON MEN michael lavaughn and barry are being paraded on

commi SEWER FICTION TV

 
michael even said

 
HE WAS ” SOBBING ”

 
over president trump’s CPAC SPEECH =CGI …TOTALLY

At least someone is doing the right thing as a common man and

human being i fully support mr president putin in his actions in

putting these people in the hands of creator may they come back in a

future life a better person. love to all.

Last edited 1 day ago by john

He wishes President Trump could handle things the same way but

you know, he just can’t.
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You don’t know much about President Trump then. Trump gave the

approval on a US Military Mission to execute 13 families in the

Venice, Italy area on Christmas Eve, 2016. Those 13 families were all

Khazarian Mafia top families, and Trump has been stomping their

asses since December, 2016. One month before he was sworn in.

Trump is a Tiger, a Dynamo, and an Unstoppable force, (Force

Majeure), on killing the Wide-World of Khazarian Mafia Mayhem

I understand he is part of a worldwide leader alliance that is working

on eliminating the evil ones all over the world. It is an enormous

mission, so that is part of why we are STILL stuck with our own

nation’s corruption. This thing can only be resolved ONCE. 

Pray for DJT.

The Globalist NWO Deep-State is quite aware that the 13 blood-line

families are MIA. They just don’t want their own obedient little

minions and the mass populace knowing about it.

president trump even had to get rid of his own khazarian son in law

Not that he can’t he has to do it very judiciously and very discreetly

so the swamp doesn’t get its feelers up. And they have feelers

everywhere. Sting operations cannot operate without absolute

secrecy.

imagine thinking they come back as normal, lol. many of these peeps

are not going to return as normal.

quit being soft.

Indeed she should. CNN’s sources are sooooo believable she’ll be able

to remain ignorant as long as CNN is there.

If I only had a dollar for each conspiracy proven true. It be more than

you make on a busy weekend street corner

Boy are you behind the power curve. You’re a clueless dolt who took

the death jab no doubt.
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What Putin does is what the white hats should be doing here–

research and prepare info,then execute them immediately!

TRUMP and Gen, BERGER have been SLOW PLAYING this ENTIRE

TAKE – DOWN for over 2 YEARS at least , so at this point I would

say that Gen. Smith is trying to play catch – up and he has to take out

fucking clones of Deep State ASSHOLES that have already been

arrested, faced US Military Tribunals and some EXECUTED and this

should NOT be the case. Once again if the White Hats and JAG had

been up front with the AMERICAN PEOPLE and had official press

releases, along with transcripts of hearings , Tribunal proceedings ,

analogue video of the same and video of punishment and

EXECUTIONS, Gen. Smith and the White Hats would not have to be

dealing with these fucking clones. Clones in this aspect would be

irrelevant. Gen. Smith and these US Military operators would be

taking -down ENEMY COMBATANTS on the FIELD of BATTLE and

YES , killing and EXECUTING ENEMY COMBATANTS THAT ARE

RESISTING ARREST and TAKE -DOWN. AGAIN THIS IS WAR.

WAR IS NOT FOUGHT BY SERVING ARREST WARRANTS TO

THE ENEMY.

This war is fought by arrest warrants keeping it strictly by the book,

serving prepared sealed indictments. Of course off script battles

spring up like the FEMA dead in Florida, the attacks on Gitmo, the

numerous DUMB battles, and the military reacts accordingly.

nurnberg trials /They were indicted and it was supposed to be ”

strictly by the book” but a few were treated like buddies ,eg Hermann

was/ dodged execution ,if it’s true

The Nuremberg trials were a joke, run by the same bastards we are

now in a war with. They were executing low-ranking Germans

following orders, while smuggling high-ranking Germans and Nazis

into the US, Russia, South America, and Antarctica.
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The problem with release full truth now to American people strategy

Dave, is all rats would jump ship, en mass, to other countries, like

Nazis did to Argentina, end of WW2. Trump and military are

attempting to catch and fry them all, ans there are untold thousands

of them.

The other issue apparently is the cold truth would give many weak

minded pussy matrix deluded Americans heart attacks, so the WHA

is taking their sweet time.. I don’t agree with that one but hey, as

long as the nation didn’t go full blown marxist tyranny.. we can live

with this for awhile longer I suppose..

lol”serving arrest warrants to the enemy”when you put it like that

,does seem incompetent and beyond understanding

“The answer seemed cut and dry: Kiselev committed treason.”

KEEP GOING AFTER THE TRAITORS, VLAD!

Excellent report, Michael, please continue,.

Good riddance Michael Baxter for all those comments ridiculing your

article and trolling around here.

Can you give us update about chem trails whether this has been

taken and controlled by the White Hats military? I’m still seeing

many above us here in L.A.

Juan O’Savin claims the chem trails are sort of a barrier against

whatever the DS might want to spew down on us. Not sure whose

show he was on, but it was recent.

I don’t really trust anyone that only shows me his boots and talks in

circles, on and on about really nothing..I know that the shit being

released from aircraft is NOT being mitigated. Those spider webs in

the skiy are nothing but deepstate bug spray. I can always feel the

affects of the poisons, and then watch all my people here get sick

whenever there is a heavy dumping. They spray us like bugs and it is
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the Air Force. It cannot be anything or anyone else. I have spent

hours researching this and contacting officials and we are just peons

taking up space and it can only be the Air Force as they have ultimate

control of our skies. I researched about 25 hours on this and that is

where I am at.

interesting you bring up Juan O’Savin (107). He’s not my cup of tea

but I see “horses for courses” and just like MB cannot “verify” his

articles here, it could be the same case with 107, particularly if he is –

as seems possible – JFK Junior. It’s exactly the same teaser as here

at RRN, trying to determine the truth of JFKJ. You have to

appreciate and notice subtle and unusual clues.

Enigmatic ,hard to decipher

 
WW11 was the same My parents described the same kind of secrecy

They were both in the UK NO internet They sometimes got telegrams

,in the middle of the night and they sometimes used pigeons to

communicate messages …no joke They crossed the Atlantic in 1944

in a convoy and that was terrifying…. they were packed and ready for

weeks before they got the middle of the night telegram The difference

then was everyone was afraid all of the time The bombings were

every night

yup chem trails daily in MS where we live lots of activity with planes

and helicopters daily too /in and out of Stennis

Well,they don’t just barge in and do you,do not underestimate

Russian intelligence community. Then they barge in and do

you,there and then.This coward groveled for his life,that is not a

noble way to die.Over here,Bill Clinton Died a coward.HW Bush died

a coward,John McClain,Colin Powell.Now in the US,they do the

clones on the spot and will do the actors that way soon. Soon it will

be difficult to find either one.

We been so easily duped. I thought Colin Powell was a stand-up guy.

Silly me.
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Nope. I read somewhere he was deep inside the global deep state to

the point of being part of a secret society get-together at Buckingham

Palace by a survivor. I though he was a stand-up guy, too. but secret

societies never let you slack off even when you reach very high levels

— then always want more than the last time.

I once thought so too. No telling how many are evil that many of us

were fooled by.

Pan Clinton se taky pošpinil Ta zaražená žena u soudu, měla jít

dovnitř a uklidit ho, když si myslela, že je tak skvělý

 

 


